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Bringing the hope of the Gospel to Spain.

Many Milestones Passed
The last twomonths havebeen full of travel
and major milestones for our family and
ministry. One milestone we are especially
thrilled to report is that we have finally paid
off the last of our student loans!Thatmakes
us officially debt free, since this was our
only debt. We praise God for his provision.

In our travels we visited Wichita Falls, TX;
Wheaton, IL; andPortland,OR.During that
time, we made presentations to churches,
small groups, and individuals, and took
part in training that will help us be better
equipped for both life andministry inSpain.

One of the courses we participated in was
designed to help us understand our
children's education needs and how to be
their advocates as they go to school in
Europe. We also took part in the "Culture
Bound" culture and language acquisition
course. That training touched on the topics
of worldview and culture, but itsmain focus
was to teach us to be self-driven language
learners.

We learned how to make long and short-
term language learning goals and how to
supplement our formal Spanish courses
with the use of native Spanish-speaker
language partners. These training

sessions were important milestones in our
ministry journey, since they are the last
training events we will have to attend
before going to Spain. We want to say
praise God and thank you to all those who
responded to our 8 by 8 campaign by
joining us in ongoing partnership. We
would not have been able to attend these
courses without your faithful financial and
prayer support. Thank you so much!

What Happens from Here?

Now that we have reached so many
important milestones we can finally turn
our attention to the last of the support we
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These are students and teachers in the "Culture
Bound" language acquisition course we took in
October. This will help us be better equipped for

learning Spanish in Spain.



Current Ongoing Support: 71%
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need in order to get to Spain full-time. We
currently have71%of our requiredmonthly
support. When we reach 100% we will be
able to leave for Spain, yet there are other
milestones that we can look forward to as
we close the gap on the last 29%. So, how
do we do that? Here's how.

In order to be fully funded we need new
ongoing monthly support that equals
approximately $2,700. We have broken
this down into $30 per month increments
because this is an amount that is
sustainable for many people. The graphic
below illustrates our current funding and
remaining support needs. We regularly
correspondwitharound300 individuals, 70
of whom currently support us financially
(Thank you to those who support us in
other ways too!). If you are one of those
who are not currently supporting our
ministry would you prayerfully consider
filling one or more of these $30 a month
units (jig-saw pieces)?

If you are one of the many who have been
considering joining us in financial support
but have not yet done so, please know that
your ongoing financial support will make
the greatest impact now as we try to close
the final 29% gap.

Finally, for those who would consider
increasing your gift, we would greatly
appreciate this. We are so close! Thank
you all for your prayers and support.

Jack and Simcha Gilbert
Pray with us:
• Praise God! We have paid off all of our
student loans and are 100% debt free!
• PraiseGod!We've completed all required
training before going to Spain.
•Weare 71%supported.Weare praying to
be able to leave in early 2020.
• We're just 4% away from 75% funding. At
75% SEND places us in the outgoing
category. Pray we meet this milestone.

Each puzzle piece = $30 of ongoing
financial support still needed.

Future Milestones:
12 more pieces = 75% funded!
43 more pieces = begin visa process
74 more pieces = buy plane tickets
90 more pieces = fully funded & off to Spain!

Pledge your support at www.send.org/jsgilbert

How many pieces of the puzzle can you
provide? Would you please consider

increasing or beginning to support us by
picking up one or more pieces of the

puzzle?


